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“Innovation and collaboration was the answer to our challenge of helping homeless youth quickly and easily find space in a shelter. The harsh reality is that youth on the streets will be approached within 48 hours by someone seeking to exploit them, so the stakes really couldn’t be higher. Through a willingness to collaborate on shared technology, we were able to accomplish together what we couldn’t have done alone — provide youth-friendly applications to give them much faster access to life-saving and youth-affirming supports.”

Deborah Loon, executive director, Avenues for Homeless Youth & Michelle Basham, executive director, Bridge for Youth
Exploring Greater Impact Through Strategic Partnerships

- Strategy & Planning
- Adapting to Change
- Executive Transitions
- Innovation & Scale
- Closing the Doors
- Starting a Nonprofit
The Collaborative Map

- Collaboration
- Alliance
- Strategic Restructuring
The Strategic Restructuring Process

Assessment → Resolution → Negotiation → Agreement → Implementation

- Legal Resolution
- Integration
Our Mission

Fuel the effectiveness of nonprofits with guidance, expertise, and capital.